British GENERAL REGISTER OFFICE issued 
*bogus birth and marriage certificates for Sir Nigel Graham Knowles*—British Pilgrims Society handler for Vice Pretender Kamala D. Harris’

The birth and marriage certificates provided by the British government for Knowles have multiple fatal flaws and are evidently doctored for propaganda purposes

Vice Pretender Kamala D. Harris
British General Register Office issued uncertified birth and marriage records for Vice Pretender Kamala D. Harris’ British Pilgrims Society handler Sir Nigel G. Knowles—chief election rigger

Sir Nigel Graham Knowles – SGO Smartmatic (Lord Mark Malloch-Brown), International Crisis Group (George Soros), DLA Piper

British Pilgrims Society handler of Vice Pretender Kamala D. Harris

These “certificates” have MULTIPLE FATAL FLAWS, including:

1. The entire certificate is written by the same hand, even the signatures of the bride and groom, witnesses and chaplain. Therefore, it cannot be certified. This document is a fake without real signatures. Registrars do not fill in signatures for registrants, unless ordered to by the Queen.
2. Nigel G. Knowles was chief trustee of the Prince’s Trust and chairman of DLA Piper International, one of the world’s largest law firms, and yet, a lowly chaplain obscurely named “COladiji” supposedly married them instead of Rector at the time The Priory Church of Saint Bartholomew the Great at the time, The Reverend Martin Dudley BD MTh PhD FSA FRHistS AKC who was the 25th Rector. No such person as “COladiji” appears to have ever worked for St. Barts, and is highly improbable that chaplains would be performing weddings for people of “rank,” like Knowles. Normally, bishops or archbishops do that.

Tellingly, Dudley is the first Anglican priest to marry two gay clergy three years later on May 31, 2008 against the admonishment not to do so by his bishop and two archbishops. Dudley’s gay clergy officiating set off a firestorm in the Anglican Communion across the world.

The Knowles wedding occurred at the same time as Bill and Hillary Clinton were setting up their private email system in their Chappaqua, NY basement.
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Figure 1: Nigel Graham Knowles. (May 21, 2005). Certified Copy of an Entry of Marriage to Sally Rich, Appl. No. REDACTED, created REDACTED, Cert No. REDACTED. General Register Office (UK). This marriage record provided by the Registry appears to be a forgery and is not certifiable.
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Figure 2: The Reverend Martin Dudley BD MTh PhD FSA FRHistS AKC.


3. Knowles’ father is identified as “Austen Knowles (DECEASED), Grocer/Green Grocer,” and Rich’s father is identified as “Derek Karl Rich, Company Director (RETIRED).” Neither name is ever otherwise associated with Knowles and Rich, except on this dubious record. Also, these two names and occupations, cited exactly, magically appeared recently, posted by known fake news trollers.

4. The scan artifacts (little dots around letters and words as if highly compressed and copied multiple times) appear inconsistently on this form—only around certain words. This is a telltale sign of a “cut and paste” Photoshop job. In other words, such artifacts would appear across the page, not just around certain words.

Our Expert’s Conclusion: This is a bogus and uncertifiable marriage certificate.
Nigel Knowles’ certified birth record appears to be similarly doctored.

1. Again, the entire record is written by the same person.

2. The signature of the person informing the registrar “A Knowles Father” is missing, written in the same hand as the entire record. Therefore, this record is uncertifiable.

3. Austen Knowles is a very common name in the UK. Therefore, untraceable, especially from bogus “certified” records like this.

4. The hospital’s name was “Jessop” from inception. The registrar in this apparent fake certificate identified it as “Women’s Hospital Sheffield” which was not used as the identifier in official records, it is too informal and unofficial.

5. Austen Knowles, the alleged father, declared himself to be a “Fruit and Potato Merchant.” This is laughable. Fruiteries sold/sell all manner of vegetables also, not just potatoes—the least profitable offering.

6. The absence of the father’s signature on this record makes it a bogus document. Registrars do not fill in signatures for registrants, unless ordered to by the Queen.
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Figure 3: Nigel Graham Knowles. (b. Feb. 24, 1956. Certified Copy of an Entry of Birth, Appl. No. REDACTED, created REDACTED, Cert No. REDACTED. General Register Office (UK). This birth record provided by the Registry appears to be a forgery and is not certifiable.
British General Register Office issued uncertified birth and marriage records for Vice Pretender Kamala D. Harris' British Pilgrims Society handler Sir Nigel G. Knowles—chief election rigger.

Figure 4: Foundation Plaque for The Jessop Hospital for Women (1878-2001, Sheffield UK) where Sir Nigel Graham Knowles was alleged to have been born on Feb. 24, 1956, although the birth record provided by the Registry appears to be a forgery and is not certifiable. Nonetheless, this Feb. 24, 1956 date is confirmed by many Companies House disclosures signed by Knowles.

Our Expert’s Conclusion: This is a bogus and uncertifiable birth certificate.